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Objectives and research questions

1. How to adapt NLP tools to 
historical texts?

2. How to explore complex 
and vast amounts of data?

3. What is the impact of new 
tooling on digital 
scholarship?



Research interests

Discipline

Media history

Gender and social 
norms

Political/cultural history

Social sciences

Social history

…

Interests

Layout

Social norms

Public opinion

Knowledge horizons

Biographical data

….

Newspaper Data

Adverts

Opinion pieces

Press agency text

Images 

Classifieds

News

Obituaries

….



The big tip of a hidden iceberg

Centre for Research Libraries. 2015. The “State of the Art”. A Comparative Analysis of Newspaper Digitization to Date.

https://www.crl.edu/sites/default/files/d6/attachments/events/ICON_Report-State_of_Digitization_final.pdf


The challenging landscape of historical newspapers

1. Institutional silos

2. Big and messy data

3. Noisy historical text

4. Visualisation and exploration

5. Digital Scholarship



The impresso app

Based on digitised newspaper collections 
provided by partners.

Target audience are historians and other 
humanities scholars.

Iterative exploration from multiple 
perspectives, not an analytical workbench. 

Interfaces for overview, exploration, limits & 
opportunities, flaws in the data.



About Text reuse at Scale 



impresso text reuse data

Using passim and applied to 76 newspapers 
from CH and LU; yielded 16 mio passages in 
6 mio clusters

Romanello, Matteo. Text re-use detection in a 
nutshell, Blog post, impresso, 2018 
<http://impresso-project.ch/news/2018/06/12/t
radingzone-tr.html>.

Matteo Romanello and Simon Hengchen, 
"Detecting Text Reuse with Passim," 
Programming Historian 10 (2021), 
https://doi.org/10.46430/phen0092.

http://impresso-project.ch/news/2018/06/12/tradingzone-tr.html
http://impresso-project.ch/news/2018/06/12/tradingzone-tr.html
http://impresso-project.ch/news/2018/06/12/tradingzone-tr.html


How can we enable scalable reading of text 
reuse data within the impresso web app?



Workshop

Funded by a mini grant by C2DH to conduct 
experimental research.

Workshop with 10 NLP, history, design experts 
in Nov 2022 which produced:

- A set of historical research objectives 
based on case studies

- Focus on the integration of TR with other 
semantic enrichments

- Three mockups to support envisioned tasks



Outputs

Mockups, objectives and tasks inspired:

- Text reuse at Scale interface for impresso 
Web app 

- Press agency detection project (impresso + 
Lea Marxen)

- User evaluation (Zenodo)
- Paper: impresso Text Reuse at Scale 

(Frontiers in Big Data, 6/2023)

https://zenodo.org/records/8009613
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fdata.2023.1249469/full


Prios and desiderata

Main Priorities

1. Scalable reading of text reuse data
2. Integration in impresso Web app and its component 

to enable general exploration
3. Integration with other semantic enrichments for 

more precision
4. Keep Frontiers deadline

Main Desiderata

1. Passage-based search
2. Passage-based comparison
3. Cluster-level view
4. TR data export



Side project: Where did the news come from?

News Agency Recognition
● Construction of an annotated 

dataset (27 agencies, ca 2000 
articles, fr and de);

● Training and evaluation of models 
to recognise news agencies;

● Application on the whole impresso 
corpus;

● First analyses.



Side project: News agency mentions



Side project: In Swiss newspapers



Why do we want to work TR in newspapers?



Types of Text Reuse

Marco Büchler, Historical text reuse: what is it?, 
https://www.etrap.eu/historical-text-re-use/ 

https://www.etrap.eu/historical-text-re-use/


Types of Text Reuse

Rosson et al. Reception Reader: Exploring Text Reuse in Early Modern British 
Publications, 2023, 
https://openhumanitiesdata.metajnl.com/articles/10.5334/johd.101 

https://openhumanitiesdata.metajnl.com/articles/10.5334/johd.101


Research questions Purpose of TR Examples Match with 
Rosson et al.

Media 
ecosystems

How did historical media function?
How did transnational information flow 
shape historical media?

TR as indicator of content flow across 
titles and borders.

Train and telegraph lines 
predict the travel of news items.

Bricolage Where does content in historical 
newspapers come from?

TR to identify the patterns and 
fragments which constitute content and 
their evolution over time.

Death notices, weather reports, 
event anniversaries

Reprints, verse 
reprints

Virality Which content spreads? TR as an indicator of the distribution of 
content within media across time, 
space, titles.

Paju et al. 2022

Events How did journalists shape the content 
they published?

TR to reconstruct the changes in texts 
spreading across media along editorial 
lines.

Adjustments of press agency 
content: title, adjectives, 
omissions, additions.

Modified reuse

Zeitgeist How did ideas co-evolve? TR to trace co-evolving ideas. “A shared way” to write text, 
design adverts

quotes

Unattributed 
reuse*

Which content circulated without 
attribution?

TR as evidence for undeclared reuse. Plagiarism Unattributed 
reuse

Data cleaning* When does TR reduce data quality? TR as indicators of unwanted duplicates Mastheads, co-publication Artefacts
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What do we want to do with text reuse data?



Task Title Level Support

1 Obtain an overview of text reuse in a corpus, 
collection or query 

Corpus Yes 

2 Obtain an overview of a single cluster Cluster Cluster Yes

3 Compare passages Passages Yes

4 Compare clusters Cluster Yes

5 Identify different types of text reuse Corpus Yes

6 Generate research corpora based on text 
reuse clusters

Corpus Yes

7 Identify connections Corpus Partial

8 Detect and trace virality Corpus No

9 Search for passages Passages No

10 De-duplicate content Corpus No

11 Export of text reuse data All Planned
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Job adverts - intentional distribution



Rectification - modified reuse



Event anniversaries - reprints



Quotes



Edits of press agency content
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Temporalities in text reuse data



Next steps?





Capture the characteristics of text reuse through filters



Data-driven text reuse classification?

Passages per year Cluster size Lexical overlap Time span 
(=duration)

Reprints of 
historical materials

Few Small Very high Very large

Co-publication Many Rather small Very high Very short

Advertising 
campaign

Many Large High Varies



Finally..

Do we need a(nother) universal typology of historical TR types?

Do TR types have distinct properties (lex overlap, temporality, cluster/passage size, links 
to other sem enrichments) across source types? 

Can we classify them analogue to the way we can predict content types?
E.g. quotes, unattributed reuse, modified reuse, rhythmic

Impresso use case: “Which types of TR can I find in my collection of articles?”

Can we link texts between between spoken and written text and languages?

How do we do TRD in the LLM age?



impresso - Media Monitoring of the Past II. Beyond Borders: 
Connecting Historical Newspapers and Radio

09/2023 - 02/2027

Main objectives

1. Enrichment and integration of newspaper and radio sources
2. Expand the corpus to Western Europe
3. Develop interfaces for exploratory and computational research
4. Conduct case studies in (media) history, theme “influences”



Partners

National or state libraries (holding digitised newspaper 
collections)

Bibliothèque Nationale Suisse, BN
Bibliothèque Nationale du Luxembourg, BNL
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, ONB
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, SBB
The British Library (BL)
Bibliothèque nationale de France, BnF
Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Hamburg, HUB
Bibliothèque royale de Belgique/Koninklijke Bibliotheek van 
België, KBR
Koninklijke Bibliotheek, KB

Newspapers

Le Temps
Neue Zürcher Zeitung

Audiovisual heritage institutions and archives (holding 
digitised radio collections)

Radio Television Suisse (RTS)
Österreichischer Rundfunk, ORF
British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC)
DeutschlandRadio
Institut National de l'Audiovisuel, INA
Nederlands Instituut voor Beeld en Geluid, NISV

Research Networks

Entangled Media Histories Research Network for European media 
historians (EMHIS)
Memoriav, the Swiss network for audiovisual cultural heritage 
preservation
infoclio.ch





Thank you

impresso youtube channel

impresso website (update soon)
data on Zenodo

code on GitHub

impresso-project.ch/app


